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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the existence of a Hamilton cycle in the line graph of a 
graph G can be ensured by imposing certain restrictions on certain in- 
duced subgraphs of G. Thereby a number of known results on hamiltonian 
line graphs are improved, including the earliest results in terms of vertex 
degrees. One particular consequence is that every graph of diameter 2 
and order at least 4 has a hamiltonian line graph. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us call a condition on a graph G with n vertices numerical if it implies 
A(G) 2 en for some constant E > 0, where A(G) denotes the maximum de- 
gree of vertices of G. Several numerical and nonnumerical sufficient conditions 
on a graph G ensuring that the line graph of G is hamiltonian are known. Often 
a comparison between a numerical and a nonnumerical condition yields that 
there are many graphs satisfying the former but not the latter, and vice versa. 
Here we derive a nonnumerical condition that is weaker than several known 
conditions, including the earliest numerical ones. The condition involves certain 
restrictions on induced subgraphs isomorphic to one of the graphs in Figure 1. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We use [2] for basic terminology and notation, except that we will speak of line 
graphs instead of edge graphs. We consider simple graphs only. Let G be a 
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graph. The line graph of G is denoted L ( G ) .  G is pancyclic if G contains a 
cycle of length i for each i with 3 5 i 5 (V(G)I.  Like in [ l ] ,  a nontrivial eule- 
rian subgraph of G will be called a circuit. Hence a subgraph C of G is a circuit 
if and only if C is nontrivial and connected and every vertex of C has even de- 
gree in C. In particular, if C is a circuit, then C is 2-edge-connected, and so is 
every block of C. A circuit C is a dominating circuit or D-circuit of G if every 
edge of G is incident with at least one vertex of C. In proving the main result 
we will use the following well-known theorem: 
Theorem 1 (Harary and Nash-Williams [9] ) .  The line graph L ( G )  of a 
graph G is hamiltonian if and only if G has a D-circuit or G is isomorphic to 
K , , s  for some s 2 3 .  
If C is a circuit and Z a cycle of G such that V ( Z )  n V ( C )  # @ # V ( Z )  f l  
( V ( G )  - V ( C ) )  and G [E(C)AE(Z)]  (where A denotes symmetric difference) 
is connected, then Z is called a C-augmenting cycle. Clearly, if C is a circuit 
and 2 is a C-augmenting cycle, then G [ E ( C ) A E ( Z ) ]  is also a circuit, and 
lV(G [E(C)AE(Z)])I > IV(C)I, implying the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. 
vertices. Then G contains no C-augmenting cycle. 
Let G be a graph and C a circuit of G with maximum number of 
A special case of Lemma 2 is the following (cf. [ 1, Lemma 21). 
Lemma 3. 
vertices. Then G contains no cycle Z satisfying 
Let G be a graph and C a circuit of G with maximum number of 
Another simple but useful observation is the following: 
Lemma 4. 
j < r be integers such that x , ~ , , ,  and 
Then x k x k + l  E E ( B )  for every integer k satisfying i < k < j .  
Let x I x ?  . . , x, be a path in a graph G and let i and j with 1 5 i < 
are edges of the same block B of G .  
By 7 and r t  we denote the graphs depicted in Figure 1 .  When one of these 
graphs is under consideration, the vertices will be referred to as a ,  6, c ,  a, ,  az 
like in Figure 1,  unless names for these vertices have already been specified 
(e.g., when the graph occurs as subgraph of another graph). 
H,,,, ,1 denotes the graph obtained when a copy of K,, and a copy of K,, , dis- 
joint with the copy of K ,  , are joined by exactly one edge. For n 2 8,  the graph 
L ,  is obtained by adding to a copy H of Kn-6 the vertices x , x , , s , , y , y l , y 2  and 
the edges ~rxl,xr,,yyl,yy~,x,y,,x,y,,xu,~~u, where u and u are distinct vertices 
of H .  
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3. MAIN RESULT AND CONSEQUENCES 
Part of the arguments used to prove the main result below were also used in the 
proof of [ 1, Lemma 31. 
Theorem 5. Let G be a connected graph other than a tree, such that every in- 
duced subgraph isomorphic to T or T' with d(a,) ? 2 for i € {1,2} satisfies at 
least one of the following conditions: 
2 if a1a2 E E ( G )  
3 if ula2 $! E(G)' 
(iii) for i = 1 or i = 2, "(b)  n N ( u ~ ) ~  z 
Then L ( G )  is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Suppose the hypothesis of the theorem holds, but L(G)  is nonham- 
iltonian. Let C be a circuit of G with maximum number of vertices. By 
Theorem 1, C is not a D-circuit of G ,  so there exists a path ulu2u  with 
u I , u 2  $ V ( C )  and u E V ( C ) .  Let uuI and uu? be two edges of C. From 
Lemma 3 we deduce that the subgraph H ,  of G induced by {uI, u2,  u ,  u I ,  u2} is 
isomorphic to 7 or 7' , while ( N ( u , )  n N ( u ) )  - { u 2 }  = N ( u 2 )  f l  N(u) = @. Ob- 
serving that d, (u , )  2 d, (u , )  2 2 (i = 1,2),  we conclude that H I  satisfies (iii) 
or (iv). 
Assume HI satisfies (iii). We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1.  ulu2 E E(G).  
Assume without loss of generality that u2 and u I  have a common neighbor w 
with w f u. By Lemma 3, uIw E E ( C ) .  If ulu2 E E ( C ) ,  then uu2wu,u is a 
C-augmenting cycle, a contradiction with Lemma 2. If uIu2 E E ( G )  - E ( C ) ,  
then uu2w,u2u is a C-augmenting cycle, again a contradiction. 
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Case 2 .  ulu2 $Z E(G) .  
Assume without loss of generality that u ,  and u,  have two common neigh- 
bors w ,  and w2 other than u. By Lemma 3, u lwl  and uIw2 are edges of C. If u,u, 
ulwl and ulw2 are in the same block of C, then C - { u , w , , u , w ~ }  is connected, 
implying that u2wIuIw2u2 is a C-augmenting cycle, contradicting Lemma 2. If, 
for example, u,u and u lwl  are in different blocks of C, then C - {ulu,uIwI} is 
connected, since every block of C is 2-edge-connected; uu2wIuIu is then a C- 
augmenting cycle, again a contradiction. 
The contradictions in Case 1 and 2 show that HI satisfies (iv). 
Let us call a path P special if it satisfies the following requirements: 
-P has origin u,  
-&P) c E ( C ) ,  
-each block of C contains at most one edge of P, and 
- u ,  and the terminus of P have a common neighbor. 
Note that, if P is a special path, then, by the third requirement, C - E(P)  is 
connected. 
Since HI satisfies (iv), G contains a special path of length 1. Let P be a spe- 
cial path of maximum length, x the terminus of P, y the immediate predecessor 
of x on P, and z a common neighbor of u ,  and x .  z 4 V ( P ) ,  otherwise G con- 
tains the C-augmenting cycle Q ,  U uu2uIz,  where Q ,  denotes the ( u ,  z)-subpath 
of P. Also, z # u?, otherwise P U uu2x is a C-augmenting cycle. Furthermore, 
xz is an edge of C, otherwise the cycle Z ,  with Z ,  = P U uu,u,zx is a C- 
augmenting cycle. Moreover, the edges xy and xz are in the same block of 
C; assuming the contrary, by Lemma 4, all edges of E(P)  U {xz} are in differ- 
ent blocks of C, again yielding the contradiction that Z ,  is a C-augmenting 
cycle. This contradiction is not obtained only if {xy,xz} is a 2-edge cut of C. 
It follows that either d,(x) = 2 or x is a cut vertex of C. If d,(x) = 2, then 
G[E(C)AE(Z,)] consists of a trivial component and a component that is a cir- 
cuit; the latter circuit contains one vertex more than C, contradicting the choice 
of C. Hence, in fact, x is a cut vertex of C. 
Let B be a block of C containing x and different from the block that contains 
xy (and xz). Then, by Lemma 4, B differs from all blocks of C that contain an 
edge of P. Let x x ,  and xx2 be two edges of B and let H, = G [ { u , , z , x , x , , x , } ] .  
By Lemma 3,  u , x  $E E(G).  Also, uIx, 4 E ( G ) ,  otherwise P U uu2u,x,x is a 
C-augmenting cycle (i = 1,2). Since P is a longest special path, zx, 4 E ( G )  
(i = 1,2). It follows that H ,  is isomorphic to T or 7'. Since d,(x,) 2 d,.(x,) 2 
2(i = 1,2),  H ,  satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv). The proof is now completed by 
deriving contradictions in all possible cases. 
First suppose H ,  satisfies (i). Let z, E ( N ( u , )  fl N ( x ) )  - {z} .  Like for z ,  we 
deduce that z ,  @ V ( P )  U { u 2 } ,  xz, is an edge of C, and xz, and xy are in 
the same block of C. Since xz is also in this block, C - ( E ( P )  U {xz}) is 
connected. But then the cycle Z ,  defined above is a C-augmenting cycle, a 
contradiction. 
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Now suppose H, satisfies (ii). Let y ,  E N(z) fl N ( x ) .  By Lemma 3, 
y, $Z {u , ,  uz}. If y, E V(P) ,  then Q2 U uu,u,zy,, where Q, is the (u,y,)-subpath 
of P, is a C-augmenting cycle, regardless of the question as to whether 
zy, E E(C)  or zy, E E(G)  - E(C).  Hence assume y ,  $! V(P).  If both xy, and 
zy, are edges of C, then Z ,  is a C-augmenting cycle, while otherwise P U 
uu2u,zy,x is, a contradiction. 
Next suppose H, satisfies (iii). Assume without loss of generality that 
Let x,  E (N(z) fl N ( x , ) )  - {x}. Arguments used before show that x ,  cannot be 
a vertex in V(P) U {u , ,  u,}. If both x l x 3  and x3z are edges of C, then Z ,  is a C- 
augmenting cycle. If both xlx3 and xjz are in E(G)  - E(C) ,  then the cycle Z,  
with Z ,  = P U uu2uIzx3xIx is a C-augmenting cycle. Assume x,x3 E E(G)  - 
E ( C )  and x3z E E ( C ) .  By Lemma 4, x3z is not an edge of the block B of C 
containing XT,. As a consequence, x3z is not a cut edge of the connected sub- 
graph (C + x,xJ - (E(P) U {xx,}) of G, since zx U Q, U ~1x3, where Q3 is 
an (x,x,)-path in B - XT,, is a (z,x,)-path in this subgraph. It follows that Z, 
again is a C-augmenting cycle. Now assume xIx3 E E ( C )  and xjz E E ( G )  - 
E(C) .  We distinguish two cases. 
Case I .  x I x 2  E E(G). 
Then x3 # x,, otherwise H, would satisfy (ii). If xlx2 E E(C) ,  then Z ,  is a 
C-augmenting cycle. If x l x 2  E E(G)  - E ( C ) ,  then P U uu2uIzx3xIx2x is a C- 
augmenting cycle. 
Case I I .  xIx2 $Z E(G).  
Let x4 E (N(z)  fl N ( x , ) )  - {x ,x3} .  Like forx,, we may assumex, 6 V(P) U 
{u , ,  u , } , x I x 4  E E ( C )  and x4z E E(G)  - E(C) .  If both x I x 3  and xIx4 are edges 
of B ,  then B - {xx,,x,x,} is connected and hence Z ,  is a C-augmenting cycle. 
If, for example, xlx4 $E E ( B ) ,  then by Lemma 4 all edges of E(P) U {xr,,x,x,} 
are in different blocks of C, and hence P U uu2uIzx4xIx is a C-augmenting 
cycle. 
Finally, suppose H, satisfies (iv). Assume without loss of generality that 
N ( u , )  fl N ( x , )  # @. Then P U xx, is a special path longer than P, our final 
contradiction. I 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5 is the following: 
Corollary 6 (Oberly and Sumner [ll]). 
nected graph G is contained in a triangle, then L ( G )  is hamiltonian. 
If every edge of a nontrivial con- 
For other improvements of Corollary 6, we refer to 161. 
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The next result also is a trivial consequence of Theorem 5. 
Corollary 7. 
induced subgraph isomorphic to T or T+, then L ( G )  is hamiltonian. 
Let G be a connected graph other than a tree. If G contains no 
More general results on hamiltonian line graphs in terms of forbidden sub- 
graphs can be found in [3]. 
Corollary 8. 
L ( G )  is hamiltonian. 
If G is a graph of diameter at most 2 with (V(G))  2 4, then 
Proof. If G has diameter 1,  then G is complete, so L(G)  is hamiltonian by 
Theorem 1. If G has diameter 2 ,  then every induced subgraph isomorphic to T 
or T+ satisfies (iv) of Theorem 5. Hence either L(G)  is hamiltonian or G is a 
tree. In the latter case, G is isomorphic to Kl,lvccrl+l and L ( G )  is hamiltonian by 
Theorem 1. I 
The graphs H,,,n (m 2 2 , n  2 2 )  and L,, (n 2 8) show that Corollary 8 is best 
possible, since they have diameter 3 and their line graphs are nonhamiltonian. 
Corollary 8 implies the following result, which was first proved (implicitly) by 
Lesniak-Foster and Williamson [ 101. 
Corollary 9. 
nonadjacent vertices, d(u) + d(u) 2 n - 1, then L ( G )  is hamiltonian. 
Let G be a graph with IV(G)l = n 2 4. If, for every pair K, u of 
Proof. I f  the hypothesis holds, then every pair of nonadjacent vertices 
has a common neighbor, or equivalently, G has diameter at most 2 .  Hence 
Corollary 8 applies. I 
The graphs H,,, ,  with m 2 2 and n 2 2 show that Corollary 9 is, in a sense, 
best possible. 
Brualdi and Shanny [4] proved that L(G)  is hamiltonian if G is a graph with 
IV(G)I = n 2 4 and IE(G)I 2 1 such that, for every edge uu of G,  d(u) + 
d(u) 2 n. Clark [S] showed that for n 2 6 the bound n can be replaced by 
n - 1 if n is even, and by n - 2 if n is odd. An intermediate result is implied 
by Theorem 5 .  
Corollary 10. Let G be a graph with (V(G)I = n 2 4 and IE(G)I 2 1. If G is 
not isomorphic to P4 and, for every edge uu of G, d(u) + d(u) 2 11 - 1 ,  then 
L(G) is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Suppose G satisfies the stated conditions. Clearly, G has exactly 
one nontrivial component. Assume without loss of generality that G is con- 
nected. If C is isomorphic to K , , , - , ,  then we are done. Otherwise, G is not 
a tree.  Let H be an  induced subgraph of G isomorphic to 7 o r  7'. I f  
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N(b)  n N(c) # 8, then H satisfies (ii) of Theorem 5, and we are done. Hence 
assume N(b)  n N ( c )  = 8, implying that d(b) + d(c) 5 n. If d(b)  + d ( c )  = 
n - 1 ,  then  s ince  d ( n )  + d ( b )  + d ( c )  + d ( a , )  2 2 ( ~  - l ) ,  we  have  
d(a) + d(a,) 2 n - 1, implying that H satisfies (iv) of Theorem 5. Henceforth 
assume d(b) + d(c) = n ,  implying that N(b)  U N(c)  = V(G) .  We distinguish 
two cases. 
Case 1. a,az 4 E ( G ) .  
We have d(a)  + d ( b )  + d ( c )  + d ( a , )  2 2 ( n  - l ) ,  so d ( a )  + d ( a , )  2 
n - 2. Since a, 4 N(n)  U N ( a , ) ,  a and a, have a common neighbor, implying 
that H satisfies (iv) of Theorem 5. 
Case 2 .  u p ,  E E(G) 
Then a ,  or u2,  a ,  say, has degree at least i ( n  - 1). If d(b) 5 ;(n - l) ,  then 
d(a) 2 i ( n  - 1 )  2 d(b) ,  implying that N(n)  - N(b)  # 8 and H satisfies (ii) of 
Theorem 5. If d(b) 2 i n ,  then d(a,) + d(b) 2 n ,  implying that H satisfies ( i i i )  
of Theorem 5. I 
If ti is even, then Corollary 10 is, in a sense, best possible, as can be seen by 
considering H,,z,n,z for n 2 6. (Clark’s result is also best possible if n is odd, as 
Numerical results in [l],  [ 5 ] ,  (71, and [I21 show that the bounds in Corol- 
laries 9 and 10 can be considerably decreased by imposing certain necessary 
conditions for hamiltonicity of L(G) ,  such as the nonexistence of a cut edge in 
G incident with two vertices of degree at least 2. 
shown by H(n- i ) , 2 , (n+ l ) /2  for n 2 7.) 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Suppose we want to know whether a given graph G with n vertices satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 5. At first sight it seems that 0(n5) subgraphs isomor- 
phic to r or 7’ have to be checked, since r and r+ have five vertices. However, 
we can do better. The following algorithm, leaning on the proof of Theorem 5, 
will give us either a D-circuit of G, and hence a Hamilton cycle of L(G) ,  or an 
induced subgraph of G isomorphic to r or r+ that satisfies none of the condi- 
tions (i)-(iv). We start from an arbitrary circuit C of G. If C is a D-circuit, then 
we are done. Otherwise, referring to the proof of Theorem 5, by checking i 
subgraphs isomorphic to r or rt we either find an induced one satisfying none 
of (i) through (iv), or a C-augmenting cycle, or a special path of length i. Since 
any special path has length smaller than n ,  less than n checks suffice to find ei- 
ther an induced r or r+ satisfying none of (i) through (iv) or a C-augmenting 
cycle, and hence a circuit C ’  with more vertices than C. If such a circuit C ’  is 
found, we repeat the above procedure with C replaced by C ’ .  Clearly, after less 
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than n repetitions of the procedure, we have either found a D-circuit of G or an 
induced T or T+ satisfying none of (i) through (iv). The algorithm thus requires 
no more than O(n2)  checks. In particular, it follows that the complexity of 
checking the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is no higher than the complexity of 
checking numerical conditions like those in Corollaries 9 and 10. 
The hypotheses of Corollaries 6, 7, 9, and 10 admit a stronger conclusion 
than hamiltonicity of the line graph. If a graph G other than a cycle satisfies the 
conditions of one of these corollaries, then L(G)  is, in fact, pancyclic (see [ I l l ,  
[31 and, for example, [ I ] ) .  The hypothesis of Theorem 5 does not admit this 
stronger conclusion. The Petersen graph, for example, satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 5 (even that of Corollary 8), but its line graph has no cycle of 
length 4. Also, if all blocks of a graph G arc isomorphic to C, and no pair of 
cut vertices of G is adjacent, then L(G)  is hamiltonian by Theorem 5, but L(G)  
has no cycle of length IV(L(G))I - I .  
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